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About This Game
Shattered God is a 2D Action-RPG that builds upon the classics, but introduces new ideas for a fresh experience.
Made with its unique, fun gameplay 5d3b920ae0
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I haven't played a lot of it but so far it is interesting I have played longer than stated by steam because I end up playing offline a
lot. I seem to miss a lot of our hits but that could be because it takes getting used to the controls. Interesting concept as far as
combat goes, I don't think I've played a game like it. I believe it will pick up speed with time, but I was a bit confused with the
tutorial but I also am not the most attentive player. Check some gameplay for it and make your own decision.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRnLb3QI-yM. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbcOTwpqAqI&feature=youtu.be I can
tell there is a lot of love poured into this game. I can see a bunch of fairly interesting ideas stitched together. I can also see a
bunch of issues just in the first area. Tutorial is intrusive and not intuitive. Combat controls are strange, and poorly explained,
especially the spell casting. Several CTD's on entering fighting space. Level design makes little sense. I felt like there are a
bunch of paths placed there without thought as to why. I also don't understand why I can Zelda attack things but then have a
final fantasy style combat section. Anyway, there might be something here if you are willing to overlook the many odd and
buggy choices.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbcOTwpqAqI&feature=youtu.be I can tell there is a lot of love poured into
this game. I can see a bunch of fairly interesting ideas stitched together. I can also see a bunch of issues just in the first area.
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Tutorial is intrusive and not intuitive. Combat controls are strange, and poorly explained, especially the spell casting. Several
CTD's on entering fighting space. Level design makes little sense. I felt like there are a bunch of paths placed there without
thought as to why. I also don't understand why I can Zelda attack things but then have a final fantasy style combat section.
Anyway, there might be something here if you are willing to overlook the many odd and buggy choices.. I haven't played a lot of
it but so far it is interesting I have played longer than stated by steam because I end up playing offline a lot. I seem to miss a lot
of our hits but that could be because it takes getting used to the controls. Interesting concept as far as combat goes, I don't think
I've played a game like it. I believe it will pick up speed with time, but I was a bit confused with the tutorial but I also am not the
most attentive player. Check some gameplay for it and make your own decision. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRnLb3QIyM
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